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NEW QUESTION 1 

- (Exam Topic 1) 

Universal Container wants to display a message when a case needs follow up. What can be used to display different text on the case record depending on the 

number of days a case is opened? 

 
A. Formula Field 

B. Workflow Update 

C. Case Process 

D. Lightning Process Builder 

 
Answer: A 

 

 
NEW QUESTION 2 

- (Exam Topic 1) 

Universal Container needs to add an additional recipient to a workflow email alert that is fired from the case object. What type of field could be added to the case object 

to allow the additional desired recipient on the email alert? Choose 2 Answers 

 
A. Formula field 

B. Email Field 

C. Text Field 

D. Lookup field 

 
Answer: BC 

 

 
NEW QUESTION 3 

- (Exam Topic 1) 

Universal Containers is rolling out a new customer service process. Customer service managers will need to edit cases for their subordinates, but not cases for other 

groups. Managers and users should be able to view all cases. What is the recommended solution to configure this? Choose 2 answers 

 
A. Create standard role hierarchies 

B. Set organization-wide sharing defaults to public read/only. 

C. Create criteria-based sharing rules. 

D. Set organization-wide sharing defaults to private. 

 
Answer: AB 

 

 
NEW QUESTION 4 

- (Exam Topic 1) 

At Universal Containers, the Account object has a Master-Detail relationship with an Invoice custom object. The App Builder would like to change to a lookup field, but is 

not able to do so. What could be causing this? 

 
A. The invoice must have at least one Master-Detail field for reporting. 

B. The Account record includes Invoice roll-up summary fields. 

C. The Invoice records have existing values in the Account. 

D. The Account is included in the workflow on the Invoice object. 

 
Answer: B 

 

 
NEW QUESTION 5 

- (Exam Topic 1) 

A junction object has two Master-Detail relationships. What happens to a junction object record when either associated master record is deleted? 

 
A. The record is deleted and placed in the recycle bin. 

B. The master record can’t be deleted if it has a child record. 

C. The look-up field on the junction object record is cleared. 

D. The record is permanently deleted and can’t be restored. 

 
Answer: A 

 

 
NEW QUESTION 6 

- (Exam Topic 1) 

What is a feature that can extend record access beyond the organization-wide defaults? Choose 2 Answers 

 
A. Public or private groups. 

B. Criteria-based sharing rules. 

C. Owner-based sharing rules. 

D. Dynamic role hierarchy 

 
Answer: BC 

 

 
NEW QUESTION 7 

- (Exam Topic 1) 

Universal Containers has separated business requirements for consumer and Business Opportunities. The sales team work with both types of Opportunities. The app 

builder created two record types on the Opportunity Object. Which action can now be performed? Choose 2 answers 
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A. Prevent access to secure data fields by sales process. 

B. Specify a different page layout by sales process. 

C. Enable field validation by sales process. 

D. Create unique Opportunity stages by sales process. 

 
Answer: BC 

 

 
NEW QUESTION 8 

- (Exam Topic 1) 

Universal Containers needs the ability to generate contract documents. All the data required for a contract resides in a custom object. What is the recommended 

solutions? 

 
A. Enable the contract feature and create a custom Contract template based on the Standard template. 

B. Store a template in the static resources and configure the Action Link Template to use it. 

C. Create the HTML template for contracts and store it in the Public Folder. 

D. Select and install an AppExchange product to meet the contract generation needs. 

 
Answer: D 

 

 
NEW QUESTION 9 

- (Exam Topic 1) 

A custom object named Assignment has a private sharing setting that grants access using hierarchies. The organization has a role hierarchy where the "Specialist" role 

reports to a "Manager" role which reports to a "Director" role. The director role is at the top of the role hierarchy. A user who is the manager role creates a new Assignment 

record. Who can send this record? 

 
A. The record owner and the directors in their hierarchy. 

B. The record owner and those above the specialist role in their hierarchy 

C. The record owner and the managers in their hierarchy 

D. The record owner and the specialists in their hierarchy 

 
Answer: A 

 

 
NEW QUESTION 10 

- (Exam Topic 1) 

Universal Containers would like to automatically assign a specific permission set to new users. How can this requirement be met? Choose 2 Answers 

 
A. Create an approval process on the User object to assign a permission set 

B. Create a flow on the user object to assign a permission set. 

C. Create a lightning process on the user object to launch a flow. 

D. Create a workflow rule on the User object to assign a permission set. 

 
Answer: BC 

 

 
NEW QUESTION 11 

- (Exam Topic 1) 

Universal Containers has created the custom objects Candidate and Interview in Salesforce to track candidates and interviews respectively. The company wants to track 

the total number of interviews a candidate has gone through on the candidate record without writing any code. How can app builder accomplish this requirements? 

Choose 2 answers 

 
A. Use a roll-up summary field on the candidate record to show the total number of interviews. 

B. Use a master-detail relationship between the Candidate and the Interview objects. 

C. Use a lookup relationship between the Candidate and Interview objects 

D. Use a formula field on the candidate record to show the total number of interviews 

 
Answer: AB 

 

 
NEW QUESTION 12 

- (Exam Topic 1) 

Which capability allows an app builder to grant object-level access? Choose 2 answers 

 
A. Assigning a user a Profile that allows Read access to an object 

B. Assigning a user a Permission Set that allows for Read and Edit access to an object 

C. Assigning a user a Public Group that allows for Read and Edit access to an object 

D. Assigning a user a Role that allows Read access to an object. 

 
Answer: AB 

 

 
NEW QUESTION 13 

- (Exam Topic 1) 

Which statement is true about field update actions from workflow rules and approval processes? Choose 2 answers 

 
A. Field update with “re-evaluate workflow rules” selected can cause a recursive loop if the updated field is included in a workflow. 

B. Field update are not available on currency field if the organization uses multi-currency. 

C. Field updates to records based on workflow rules and approval processes do not trigger validation rules 

D. Field updates are tracked in the history related list of a record regardless of whether or not History tracking is set for those fields. 

 
Answer: AC 
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NEW QUESTION 14 

- (Exam Topic 1) 

Universal Containers has purchased a Lightning Component on the AppExchange. Where can that component be utilized. Choose 2 answers 

 
A. Visual Workflow 

B. Salesforce1 Mobile App 

C. Lightning Process Builder 

D. Standalone Lightning App 

 
Answer: BD 

 

 
NEW QUESTION 15 

- (Exam Topic 1) 

What type of field can be used to filter a Report Chart that has been added to a Page Layout? 

 
A. Name Field 

B. Formula Field 

C. Matching ID Field 

D. Standard Field 

 
Answer: C 

 

 
NEW QUESTION 16 

- (Exam Topic 1) 

Universal containers is importing 1000 records into Salesforce. They want to avoid any duplicate records from being created during the import. How can these 

requirements be met? 

 
A. Include a column in the import file that has either record names, Salesforce IDs, or external IDs that can be used to match records. 

B. When importing the file, select the “Prevent Duplicates” option on the last step of the Import Wizard and import the file. 

C. After importing all of the custom objects, run a duplicate check report, export the record to a CSV File, and run a mass delete to purge any duplicates. 

D. After importing all of the custom objects, review all records created and manually merge or delete and duplicate record 

 
Answer: A 

 

 
NEW QUESTION 17 

- (Exam Topic 1) 

An app builder would like to streamline the user experience by reflecting summarized calculations of specific fields on various objects. Which field types could be used 

in roll-up summary fields to accomplish this? Choose 3 answers 

 
A. Currency 

B. Percent 

C. Date 

D. Checkbox 

E. Time 

 
Answer: ABC 

 

 
NEW QUESTION 18 

- (Exam Topic 1) 

Which values must be defined when creating a new Opportunity Stage? Choose 3 answers 

 
A. Close Date 

B. Amount 

C. Probability 

D. Forecast Category 

E. Type 

 
Answer: CDE 

 

 
NEW QUESTION 19 

- (Exam Topic 1) 

What is a key consideration when using unmanaged packages? Choose 2 answers 

 
A. A namespace is not required to create an unmanaged package. 

B. The person who created the unmanaged package can change or update installed components 

C. The person who created the unmanaged package has no control over the installed components 

D. A namespace is required to create an unmanaged package. 

 
Answer: AC 

 

 
NEW QUESTION 20 

- (Exam Topic 1) 

A custom field on an account is used to track finance information about a customer. Only members of the Finance Team have access to this field. However, the business 

wants to allow one customer service agent, who is assigned the customer service profile, read-only access to this field for special circumstances. What is the 

recommended solution to grant the customer service agent access to the field? 
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A. Create a permission set that allows read-only access to the field via Field Level Security and assign it tothe agent. 

B. Create a new profile to allow for read-only access to the field via Field Level Security and assign it to the agent 

C. Update the Customer Service Profile already assigned to the agent to allow for read-only access to the field via Field Level Security 

D. Update the custom field’s Field Level Security in setup to allow the agent read-only access to the field. 

 
Answer: A 

 

 
NEW QUESTION 21 
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